Current JS Phys and Astro - please collect a Project Preference Form from the School Office or print out the pdf

The projects available in Michaelmas Term 2017 to Senior Sophisters in Physics, and Physics and Astrophysics, are issued to all students.

- For further details about projects within Trinity consult the named Supervisor.
- For projects outside Trinity, consult the Trinity Local Contact.
- For general information about projects, contact Professor Coleman.
- **Projects in TCD** commence at the beginning of the Michaelmas teaching term and last for 9 weeks.
- **Projects in other locations**, especially those abroad, may be started earlier. This gives time to acclimatise and sort out accommodation, etc. The start date should be arranged with the Supervisor. The project must finish before the 10th week of the teaching term, when SS lectures start.
- **Financial support.** The School has a fund to provide some finance for travel to foreign locations. Most host institutions offer some form of support, and Socrates agreements provide some funding for students visiting European institutions. Details will be available from the Local Contact in the first instance.

**PLEASE HAND IN COMPLETED PROJECT CHOICE FORMS BY FRIDAY 19TH MAY TO THE SCHOOL OFFICE.**

RETURN THE FORM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE IF YOU WISH TO UNDERTAKE A PROJECT OUTSIDE DUBLIN (Note: at least a 2.1 grade in the Annual Examinations is required).

You should provide your name, email address, course (P or AP) and the titles and numbers of three projects in order of preference. Only one of your choices may be at an overseas location.

Assignments for projects are based on examination performance and will be posted after the Annual Examination results have been published.

Consult the notice board and the School website for further instructions and advice.

Prof Jonathan Coleman
26th April 2017